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Score | Liner Notes
An environment "alive" with possibilities, multiple dimensions, multiple
senses, human performer, and non-human agencies. A continuous blend
of active media, invented instruments, innovative forms of interaction,
materiality and physical reality entangle to form a performative ecology.
.

computational-matter | material-computation
.
improvised play with sonified objects
.
dirty tangible interfaces
.
spatialize sound fields
.
touch
.
smell

The multiplicity of practices and technical gestures gives shape to
ordinary life and the richness of the social fabric depends on it.
Between the symmetrical errors of archaistic nostalgia and
frenetic overmodernization, room remains for microinventions,
for the practice of reasoned differences, to resist with a sweet
obstinance the contagion of conformism, to reinforce the network
of exchanges and relations, to learn how to make one's own
choice among the tools and commodities produced by the
industrial era. Each of us has the power to seize power over one
part of oneself. This is why the gestures, objects, and words that
live in the ordinary nature of a simple kitchen also have so much
importance.
…microphysics of power privileges the productive apparatus
(which produces the discipline). How can we mute processes that
organize the establishment of socio-economic order? Pushed to
their ideal limits, reuses of consumers compose the network of an
antidiscipline.
De Certeau, “The Practice Of Everyday Life” Vol.2

Pre-notes on the included audio tracks
”Practices of Everyday Life | Cooking” is a -/+ 55 minuet long Comprovisational1
concert that focuses foremost on poetic gesture-sound correlations and sonic
Gesture Bending2. It is a compositional exploration of the interplay between the
senses, poetics of enchantment and materiality, and the ethico-aesthetics of
everyday practices.
While the original performance flows as one continuous event, unique sections
emerge from culinary tasks and form poetic vignettes and textural etudes. Eleven
vignettes have been selected, cut into individual tracks, and included here.
Each track is a unique gestural sound composition and each composition
undertakes a phenomenological reconsideration of basic notions such as score,
instrument, performer, and the musical event. Throughout the concert a multitude
of musical genres and compositional paradigms are visited and reinvented with
cutting edge gestural sound techniques. The piece retains an aesthetic nostalgia for
and mashes many sonic realms such as ritualized sound art, music actuelle,
dronscape, glitch, noise, microsound, vapourware and muzak, plunderphonics,
music concrete, drum’n bass, av post cyber punk, …
It is important to consider that all tracks are the result of a mixdown from the
original 8.2 multichannel performance that was recorded live during the premiering
concert on March 4th 2015. During the concerts, some sound events are localizable
to certain areas and events on the stage while other sounds immerse the audience.
Also, at parts, the compositions rely heavily on infra sounds in the 10-35 Hz range
using 2 specialized subwoofers. These frequency ranges were filtered out in the
video and audio tracks for better portability.

1

Compositional techniques for exploring blends between fixed composition and free
improvisation with interactive performance systems.
2

Gesture Bending, a generic term coined by Navab, refers to the poetic transformation,
prolongation and enrichment of gestures through technical mediation of movement – in this
case through the incorporation of real-time sound instruments and computational matter. The
goal of Gesture Bending is to continuously enact persuasive conditions for the transformation of
the discursive networks of meaning production in the embodiment of movement. It can for
example lead to the signification of an empty gesture or the abstraction of an inherent signifier
(ie. within a beat gesture).

TRACK # 0

intro | sharpening

keywords
immersive dronescape, infra sounds, gestural sound , whole body interaction
instrumentation
- gesturally modulated dronescape (8.2 array).
- real-time audio processing on signal from contact microphone.
- gesturally modulated granular synthesis.
notes

- 4 minuets of almost pure darkness and inactivity with subtle fluctuations of
-

light in sync with infra sounds
knife sharpening on diamond stone
knife sharpening on honer sharpening stick

TRACK # 1

1.1 slice

1.2 chop
1.3 dice

keywords
perSonification, audio-mosaicing, dirty-tangible interfaces3, materialcomputation, haptic-acoustic transcoding, indeterminacy, distributed agency
instrumentation
- eggplant, onion, carrot, knife, cutting board
- audio-mosaicing on signals from contact mic
action

- track#1.1 Slicing: Eggplant utters erotic responses to its slow slicing
- track#1.2 Chopping: Carrot is chopped and audio-mosaicked with drum and
-

synth snippets.
track #1.3 Dicing: Onion is diced and audio-mosaicked with speech sound

notes on audio-mosaicing4
By audio-mosaicing signals from a contact mic it is possible to detect various
haptic-acoustic gestural nuances such as scratching, touching, banging,
rubbing and then finely map these nuances to any sonic palate in a continuous
manner. For example, when a cutting board is mapped to speech, scratches
on the board could result in a sweep through noisy consonants while softer
touches on the board result in vowels. It is therefore possible to use any found
object and freely orchestrate it. In a way the composer’s software score takes
on a material form (as orchestrated computational matter transmuted
gesturally) and can be enacted with the performers’ contingent nuance.
3

Dirty Tangible Interfaces (DIRTI) are a new concept in interaction design that forgoes the dogma of
repeatability in favor of a richer and more complex experience, constantly evolving, irreversible & infinitely
modifiable.
4

For more details and diagrams on audio-mosaicing refer to this NIME paper.

TRACK # 2

grind

keywords
perSonification, dirty-synthesis, noise, lo-fi, glitch
instrumentation
- signal driven physical modelling synthesis shaped further by machine learning
on audio-descriptors
- gesture modulated granular synthesis
notes

mortar-and-pestle is slowly transformed into a wild noisy dirty analogue
synthesizer

TRACK # 3

hospital

keywords
alarm signals, sonification of medical procedures, drum’n bass, glitch-beat,
polyrhythmic temporal textures
instrumentation
- whole fresh chicken, augmented knife
- gesturally modulated concatenative synthesis, audio-mosaicing and granular
synthesis
- tempo following and messo temporal modulations
notes

- Heartbeats, eerie hospital atmosphere and alarm signals slowly develop into

-

an unstable drum’n bass groove interrupted by sonified knife strokes. In the
second half, many alarm signals lock together in a polyrhythmic temporal
pattern.
Chef butchers and prepares a chicken with surgically precise knife strokes
which are perSonified and audio-mosaicked into a glitchy and sparstastic
mess.

TRACK # 4 eggs

keywords
videomusic, av postcard, affective intermission
instrumentation
fixed media
notes

eggs falling from above. One by one they hit the table, break open and gasp
for air. Each egg contains a different sound object that smashes open to
momentary exhale a schizophone from its past and dreamed life.

TRACK # 5 bowls

keywords
percussion music, music actuelle, sonic postcard, gong
instrumentation
- bowls with various sizes and resonances
- tuned granular processing
- tuned room-effect synthesis
notes

lost in an atmospheric limbo chef searches for the unknown in a series of
hyper-harmonic bowls. With growing obsession he searches on and
reconfigures the bowls into different resonant topographies…

TRACK # 6 whisk

keywords
whole body interaction, gesture bending, texture etude
instrumentation
- gesture following and feature extraction from X-OSC wireless sensor on arm
- gesture modulated granular synthesis
- real-time-audio processing
notes

- whisking gestures resonate a world worth of sound objects which leak into and
-

circle the audience.
chef gets tired and stretches his whisking arm. Through gesture bending and
sonification, the hyper-real sound of his bones cracking eventually develop
into a groovy beat to which the he momentarily dances before it all dissipates
into a spacious atmosphere which grounds the next vignette.

TRACK # 7 steam | flour

keywords
dronescape, ritual, gestural sound
instrumentation
- fixed media
- gesture following mapped to granular processing
- room-effect synthesis and gesture modulated spatialization
notes

chef opens the lid to another world within which he perform a culinary ritual.

TRACK # 8 fry | gRain

keywords
smell, rain, thunder, pizzicato, temporal texture, immersive soundscape,
acousmatic, string quartet, synaesthesia
instrumentation
- hot oil, sauces and chicken
- utensils and pans as percussive nuance
- audio-mosaicing (sizzling sounds mapped to a massive library of pizzicato like
sounds, starting from raindrops to pizzicati, Bartok-pizzicati, percussions,
synthetic snippets and etc.)
notes

Smell of hot oil and food hit the audience in a synaesthetic thunderstorm.
This synaesthetic texture etude uses a concatenative synthesis technique
known as audio-mosaicing to organize a multitude of microsounds into
an evolving immersive soundscape. This textural tableau morphs the simple
sound of sizzling oil into a thunderstorm leading to a downpour of bartok
pizzicati and a tornado of known and ghostly sound objects gently colliding
and shattering around the audience.

TRACK # 9 sizzle

keywords
smell, microsound, minimal noise, textur etude, texture synthesis
instrumentation
- onion and garlic in sizzling oil
- audio-mosaicing (texture synthesis: live sizzling mapped to various micro
sounds)
- real-time granular processing
notes

Gentle sizzling sounds of unions and garlic develop into an immersive
atmosphere of sculpted noise assembled from microsounds extracted from
current and forgotten information technologies.
scene: all action stops, the chef enjoys sips on a cognac drink while the
audience is softly immersed in silky noise.

TRACK # 10 gLitch

keywords
alchemy, glitch, music concrete, videomusic, infra sounds, synaesthesia
instrumentation
- computationally augmented tools, appliances and ingredients
- gesturally modulated audio-visual textures
notes

Using the cognac in his glass chef starts to flambe! Strong aromas envelope
the audience with an unavoidable force. Materials transmute. Computationally
enriched ingredients fuse to form a complex ecology packed with dynamic
drones, whispering gasps, spontaneous clicks, sparkling glitches, unstable
sound events and rhythmic infra tones. Sonic objects continuously clash, klang,
and crush one another and develop into an over saturated immersive field of
concurrent alchemical transmutations. Here the never ending battle between
noise and meaning is a ghostly imprint of our surrounding material chaos in
flux: from structural instability and destruction surface ephemerally stable geotemporal patterns and back.

TRACK # 11 serve | wagnerPhonics

keywords
Plunderphonics, Wagner, Symphonic Mash, Muzak, Musical Gestures
instrumentation
fixed media, plunderphones, synchronous musical gestures
notes

During this section I revisit older paradigms of gesture-sound
synchronization. [ie. Charlie Chaplin’s barber scene where the barber is
applying shaving cream with small rapid back and forth hand movements
similar to the rapid short up and down bow strokes in the music.]

From a bed of transmission noises from the last scene Richard Wagner’s first
symphony surfaces as the chef starts serving the dish on a canvas. The
symphony is deconstructed and plundered with many other Cmajor
symphonies, and is eventually mashed against smooth jazz, reggae, technopop, and field recordings.
Using plunderphonic compositional techniques I was able to treat the chef’s
ordinary gestures as a tempo-dynamic score and compose musical gestures
for them leading to scenarios where the music unnaturally “follows” culinary
gestures. For example, while pieces of the chicken are being placed on the
canvas, each plundered orchestral hit is time stretched to synchronize with the
length of each movement trajectory from the pan to the canvas (instead of
asking the chef to speed up his actions to synchronize with each orchestral
hit). So in a way the music was choreographed to Chef’s movements instead of
the reverse which is usually the case.

